
 
Fig. 1 – A new diagnostic, the 
‘Mirror Langmuir Probe’, is 
providing new insights in boundary 
plasma turbulence. 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 – The electrical response of the Mirror 
Probe is adjusted dynamically to match that of 
the Langmuir Probe, providing real-time 
measurements of electric potential, electron 
temperature and density. 
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What is that plasma fluctuation? Look in the mirror.  
 

A ‘mirror probe’ measurement technique is providing new insights 
on plasma turbulence and fluctuations in a fusion plasma boundary layer. 

 
Plasma physicists build “magnetic bottles” to 
hold and isolate extremely hot, dense plasmas 
inside a vacuum vessel. This thermal insulation 
has proven quite effective, allowing plasma 
temperatures in excess of 100 million C to be 
attained – conditions under which the nuclei fuse 
and release energy. In particular, a “tokamak” 
device – a torus or donut-shaped magnetic bottle 
– has been found to perform particularly well. 
Yet conditions in the hot plasma are found to 
vary considerably and to depend critically on the 
turbulence and fluctuations that occur in the 
boundary layer region, a region that is difficult to 
diagnose with sufficient detail to sort out the 
underlying physics. In particular, simultaneous, 
high bandwidth (~1 MHz), point measurements 
of electric potential, electron temperature and 
density are desired.  

A new ‘Mirror Langmuir Probe’ diagnostic 
has recently been developed at the MIT 
Plasma Science and Fusion Center [1], 
specifically to make such measurements. It 
applies a fast-switching voltage waveform 
to an electrode inserted into the plasma  - a 
‘Langmuir Probe’- and also to an electronic 
device tries to mimic the electrode’s 
response - a ‘Mirror Probe’. The Mirror 
Probe has electronic ‘control knobs’ that 
represent plasma electric potential, electron 
temperature and density. By fast feedback 
adjustment of these ‘knobs’, the electrical 
response of the Mirror is made to 
identically match that of the Langmuir 
Probe. Thus the desired plasma conditions 
can be deduced in real-time by simply 
‘looking in the mirror’. 



 
Fig. 3 – Mirror Langmuir Probe measurements of a ‘Quasi-Coherent Mode’ boundary plasma 
fluctuation in the Alcator C-Mod reveal its dynamics with unprecedented detail.  

This powerful new diagnostic technique has recently demonstrated its effectiveness – 
able to fully diagnose a very important ~100 kHz plasma fluctuation, the Quasi-Coherent 
Mode (QCM), which regulates particle transport in the boundary layer of the Alcator C-
Mod experimental tokamak [2]. The QCM is found to live in a steep gradient region, 
right at the interface between open and closed magnetic field lines, with plasma potential, 
electron temperature and density fluctuations approximately in-phase. Magnetic 
fluctuations associated with the mode are also measured using a separate diagnostic. The 
propagation direction of the mode, the phase relationships of the fluctuating quantities 
and the relative magnitude of the electron pressure and magnetic fluctuations 
unambiguously identify the mode as an electron drift wave, with strong interchange drive 
and inductive components. These new measurements challenge and encourage the 
development of numerical simulations, which are attempting to accurately reproduce the 
QCM observations – an important first step towards validating first-principles physics 
models of the tokamak boundary layer plasma. 
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